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Abstract
We deal with the Acoustic Emission (AE) principle as a Nondestructive Testing (NDT) method
for the structural monitoring to achieve the target of precise geodesic localization of defects on the
surfaces of solid bodies. We suppose the surfaces are mathematically described as a conjunction
of several simpler parametric shapes with underlying mutual intersected one-dimensional areas.
We use the Newton-Raphson procedure and we propose and test a few algorithmic improvements.
On this basis we develop new efficient variants of localization algorithms employing Direct Search
Methods (Compass algorithm, Reduced Newton method and Nelder-Mead method) for minimiz-
ing distinctions between the real measured time differences and the computed length differences
found through geodesic curves. The whole procedure is applied to the real industrial data con-
cerning quick and exact localization of the acoustic emission source on pressure vessel and also
verified within our experiment on the Galvanized Steel Watering Can under consideration.
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1. Introduction and AE source localization principle

The main goal of our work is the precise mathematical model, which detects positions of
acoustic emission sources (cracks) in various materials. Acoustic emission (AE) diagnostics
belongs to nondestructive defectoscopy methods and the AE localization principle is based
on geodesics on combined surfaces. The geodesics will be described by geodesic equations,
which include information about the surface shape. Using a numerical iterative solution
of this geodesic equations we obtain a procedure determining geodesics on elementary
surfaces, whose compositions give us the real surfaces in engineering industry. Thus it is
quite necessary to face the problem how to find the exact geodesic curves for a number
of intersected elementary surfaces. The created algorithm allows us to detect the crack
effects on many real solids. We focus on the crack emissions, i.e. discrete AE sources.
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The localization task consists in obtaining quantity depending on the distance between
emission event and the AE sensors. For determination of the real AE source position of
elastic waves in practice, we use time differences of arrivals of AE signal to AE sensors
placed on the material surface. In the case of three sensors we have the following three
time differences measured throughout the experiment ∆t12 = t1−t2, ∆t23 = t2−t3, ∆t13 =
t1− t3, where t1, t2, t3 are individual signal time arrivals to the sensors 1,2,3. Notice that
∆t12, ∆t23, ∆t13 are linearly dependent as ∆t23 = ∆t12 − ∆t13. These time differences
can be detected by elastic waves analysis method, see [1]. Assuming that we know the
velocity c of elastic waves propagating in a given material, we compute the corresponding
length distances between the source and AE sensors l1, l2, l3. As well-known, it is possible
to obtain the position of AE source by means of two arms of hyperbolas corresponding to
distance differences. The above principle of AE sources localization indicates that the key
challenge is to find the shortest distance between two surface points: the “imaginary” AE
source position and the sensor position. Consequently, the computed distances (lengths)
can be compared with the real values measured.

2. Mathematical background for geodesics

Differential geometry provides us with the necessary tools to solve the task of finding
shortest line on the body surface between two given points, see e.g. [2].

Definition 1. A regular curve C on regular surface S is called geodesic (or geodesic
curve) if the normal vector of C is parallel to the normal vector of S at all surface points
p ∈ C.

It can by shown that the geodesic curve between two points of a surface has locally minimal
length. This is the favorable property which is essential for us. Thus the geodesic is a
generalization of the straight line on linear plane to curved surfaces and every straight line
is geodesics as well.

Proposition 1. Let S ⊂ R3 be a regular surface with parametrization x : U ⊂ R2 → R3

and α(t) = x(u(t), v(t)), t ∈ I ⊂ R, is the representation of curve by means of given
parametrization x. Then the curve α(t) is geodesic if the functions u(t) and v(t) satisfy
the following system of two second order differential equations
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2 + 2Γ1
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where Γk
ij are so called Christoffel symbols corresponding to the regular surface S in

parametrization x.

The set (1) is called the system of geodesic equations for the surface S considered and the



coefficients Γk
ij are given as follows. First, for q = (u, v) ∈ U we define the matrix
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Proposition 2. If we denote the elements of matrix Gq by gij and the elements of
inverse matrix G−1

q by gij then the Christoffel symbols (corresponding to regular surface S
with parametrization x) are defined for i, j, k = 1, 2 by the relations

Γk
ij =

1

2

2∑
l=1

gkl(∂igjl + ∂jgli − ∂lgij), (2)

where ∂1, ∂2, denote ∂
∂u
, ∂

∂v
, respectively. Moreover, it holds that Γ1

12 = Γ1
21 and Γ2

12 = Γ2
21.

We assume a regular surface S with the parametrization x : U ⊂ R2 → R3, further we
select two points p, q ∈ U and an interval I = (a, b) ⊂ R. The task is to find geodesic on
the surface S passing through the two corresponding surface points x(p) = x(u(a), v(a))
and x(q) = x(u(b), v(b)). This is equivalent to finding the curve γ : I = (a, b) → U ,
γ(t) = (u(t), v(t)), whose coordinates satisfy the equations (1).

We solve the system (1) numerically by the method of finite differences, especially by the
iterative Newton-Raphson procedure (NR), see in [3], while the Christoffel symbols for
a given regular surface S ⊂ R3 are computed analytically in advance. Using Newton-
Raphson method we find a sequence of (N + 1) tuples in U , which converges to a solution
of (1). This numerical solution requires an initial path which was considered here to be
a straight line linking together the two boundary points in the corresponding parameter
space of the surface S. The numerical solution of (1) was also found alternatively by the
algorithm called Functional iteration procedure (FI) but we found that the convergence of
FI algorithm is still accurate but very slow and, moreover, it is unstable in a neighborhoods
of some critical surface points (e.g. the poles of a sphere).

3. Finding geodesics on simple and combined surfaces

The algorithms NR and FI were implemented in Matlab version 7.11.0 (R2010b) and
calculations were running on notebook ASUS K50IJ with processor Intel Core Duo T5900.
The input values are the boundary points in the space of parameters p, q ∈ U ⊂ R2, the
large positive N , and the number of NR iterations allowed or any other stopping condition.
The output values includes the graphic visualization of the surface, the initial path and
the resulting geodesics, the length of geodesics between boundary points on the surface,
the total running time, and the total number of iterations of NR in the case of combined
surfaces. It is necessary to realize that the NR procedure works on the space of parameters
U , depends on an initial path chosen and also on the parametrization of the given surface.

First, we illustrate the geodesic curve computations for the conjunctions of elementary



surfaces such as the plane, cylinder, cone, sphere, complex torus which can be seen in
Figure 1. Note that a non-numerical improvement is possible for the sphere since the
length of geodesics can be computed straightforwardly. In spite of that fact, we used the
general NR numerical procedure for determining the standard geodesic curves on spheres
for algorithms testing and visualization purposes.

Figure 1: NR geodesics on surfaces (red line – initial path, black line – geodesics, blue line
– pre-computed initial path by means of FI)

We created many various types of combined surfaces by translations and/or rotations
of elementary surfaces. It rephrases the question of finding the geodesic curves on such
combined surfaces since now we have to minimize the sum of all geodesic lengths on
the elementary surfaces which the combined surface consists of. Evidently, it must be
computed over an appropriately chosen points of intersections of these simple surfaces.
In other words, in case of two surfaces with the only one set of points of intersection,
we want to find min

{
Lp
i + Li

q| i = 1, 2, . . . ,M
}
, where M is the number of points of

intersection and {Lp
i | i = 1, 2, . . . ,M}, or

{
Li
q| i = 1, 2, . . . ,M

}
, are the sets of geodesic

lengths on elementary surfaces from boundary points p, or q, to the points of intersection,
respectively. This process can be intuitively generalized to greater number of intersection
sets of points considered. In [8] it can be seen how precisely this intersection problem is
solved by means of the so-called Sequential algorithm used in the following testing.

4. Simulation results on the real solid watering can

We apply the proposed methods for computing of the geodesics to the testing solid designed
according to real metal watering can. This vessel is a composition of some elementary
surfaces, namely two cones (tin and neck), two planes (bottom and top), torus and cylinder
(bail). Number of NR iterations is fixed on constant value 5 for each geodesic, number
of points of intersected curve N is N = 100 for the cones and N = 33 for the torus. We
focus on finding geodesic curve, whose one boundary point is located on the neck and the
second one on the bail. Note that the geodesic can pass through both the upper intersection
(cone and torus) and the lower intersection (cone and cylinder). Hence, it is necessary to
compute both possible geodesics and then choose the shorter one. For illustrative purposes
we present the geodesic iterative computations only for three selected „imaginary“ source
points, as is shown in Figure 2 for three sensors 1, 2, 3, placed on the neck, bail, and the



Figure 2: Geodesics on the galvanized watering can

bottom of watering can. The corresponding computed geodesic lengths l1, l2, l3 are listed
in Table 1 bellow. We notice that in the real application we are forced to go through all
the grid of „imaginary“ source points to find the real source emitting the AE signals.

Table 1: Testing of the three AE imaginary sources on the watering can (see Fig. 2 left)

l1 l2 l3 l1 − l2 l2 − l3 l1 − l3 Time (s)
Source 1 (Black) 22.1502 9.9424 17.2615 12.2078 -7.3191 4.8887 2.2356
Source 2 (Orange) 16.3998 18.0798 9.5603 -1.6800 8.5195 6.8395 2.5724
Source 3 (Blue) 18.0460 14.7760 17.6350 3.2700 -2.8590 0.4110 2.2815

5. Optimization methods for localization of AE sources

During the localization process we compare the length differences of any „imaginary“
source grid positions with the measured length differences of the real acoustic source.
Mathematically, it means that we minimize functional entity

F : Ω→ R+,

where Ω ⊂ R2 is a certain bounded subset of the parametric space chosen for AE source
localization. The complete functional F is impossible to write down analytically, however
we are able to compute its values at all selected discrete points of the surface which are
determined by the corresponding pairs of parameters (u, v) ∈ Ω, let us say (u0, v0) ∈ Ω.
First, we apply NR iterative procedure to find geodesic curves connecting the selected
grid point given by (u0, v0) ∈ Ω and the sensors considered. Then we determine their
lengths ∆lij, i, j = 1, . . . , n for i < j, where n denotes the total number of sensors used
for localization procedure. Finally, we get the corresponding value of the functional

F(u0, v0) =
∑
i<j

|∆lij − c∆tij| ,



where c is the wave propagation speed and ∆tij are time differences detected by the
measuring device. Due to this non-analytic expression for F , we must employ some mini-
mization algorithms which do not take advantage of the differentiability of the functional
F , i.e. the so called Derivative free methods or Direct search methods, see [7]. For the
purpose of correct minimization we explored the shape of the functional F by means of
computationally time-consuming grid method (grid of equidistant points). We found that
it has an unimodal character in most cases, see Figure 3. The second minimum in the
case of sphere is caused only by point symmetry of the surface.

Thus, it is fully reasonable to apply the well-known Compass algorithm (CA) with 8 di-
rections for the minimization of functional F , see [3] in detail. Simultaneously, we modify
the step of CA algorithm in each iteration depending on the ratio of the previous and
actual value of the functional F . Further, we also design and apply our new own opti-
mization algorithm called “Derivative Free Reduced Newton method” (RNM). The third
minimization algorithm tested is commonly known as the Nelder-Mead method (NMM)
with standard stopping criterion, see [5] or [6]. By intensive algorithmic testing we dis-
covered that all the three mentioned optimization methods are applicable whereas CA is
two times slower then the other methods. On the other hand, RNM provides us with very
good convergence properties only with relatively accurate input data. Hence, we use for
the minimization of F (i.e. for the localization of AE sources) the Nelder-Mead method.

Figure 3: Shape of functional F for the sphere (left) and for a bounded area on the
galvanized watering can (right) – the case of 4 sensors considered.

6. Experiments on propane-butane storage tank

The monitored body was represented by welded spherical storage propane-butane tank of
the diameter 12440mm (the capacity of 1000m3) with its wall thickness of 28mm. The
storage tank is placed on rigid supporting bars at the bottom part of the vessel. The
tank is formed from steel plates 11484.1 and coated by an anticorrosive preventive paint.
Acoustic emission nondestructive testing was carried out during the hydrostatic inspection



after the replacement of 2,8m large spherical cap at the bottom of storage vessel. Acoustic
emission was measured by means of 4 piezo-ceramic sensors situated in square position
exactly surrounding the spherical cap replaced by welding process. The velocity of acoustic
waves propagation was determined to be approximately 4500m/s. The acoustic emission
measurements were carried out in Škoda JS a.s., at Acoustic Emission Division of the
Department of Operating Inspections JZ. These acoustic data were evaluated at these JZ
division by Vallen software & AECERT with respect to localization of the prospective
defects using the approximative planar method.

In this paper we make an effort to localize the defects on the vessel as precisely as possible
directly on the spherical surface of the storage tank. Consequently, we have used our
iterative localization procedures based on geodesics described in previous sections. In all
Figures presented further, the red points represent surface localizations found by means of
3 sensors and blue points correspond to the localizations based on 4 sensors (the similar
expression of the minimized functional F(u0, v0) is obvious for this 4-D case). The piezo-
ceramic sensors are denoted by the black points. Moreover, the bigger circle represents
the welding area of 2,8m spherical cap replaced at the bottom of storage vessel and small
circle figures out the circular flange of emptying pipe of 15mm in diameter. In spite of
the fact that the acoustic emission activity was surely influenced by the pressure changing
effects during the whole experiment, we plotted and compared the complete localization
maps obtained from the data sets at disposal. The following numbers of acoustic hits were
detected during the hydro pressure inspection and are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Number of hits detected at each sensor and number of hits assembled for the
sensor triplet and tetrad in the case of data file ’k13_st508’

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4
Number of hits detected in total 21487 16404 35213 14089

Number of hits assembled for 3&4 sensors 3831
Number of hits assembled for 4 sensors 989

Figure 4 shows the resulting localization maps obtained by our geodesic based localization
using double iterative procedure. The straight lines of red dots correspond to ambiguous
localizations based on only 3 sensors. In Figure 5 we present our complete mirror localiza-
tion map for the data set ’k13_st508’ (on the left side) compared to the localization map
provided us by Škoda JS a.s., Department of Operating Inspections JZ - Acoustic Emission
Division and obtained through Vallen software without the standard filtration process (on
the right side). We can see that our localization map is more detailed and separated into
more compact clusters even though the main concentrated areas of localizations more or
less coincides. Moreover, our map contains some additional artefacts which sometimes can
be helpful if they represent some problematic material behaviour or, on the other hand,
they could be sometimes spurious. It should be determined if the smaller blue localization
cluster near the sensor 2 can be any potentially dangerous acoustic emission source.



Figure 4: Nelder-Mead method (MNM) for maximal number of testing points Nmax = 60
for the data set ’k13_st508’ on storage tank

Figure 5: MNM based localizing map on the storage tank (left) and corresponding Vallen
localizing map (right) for data set ’k13_st508’

AE localization maps under the median triggering on F

To avoid some artefacts caused by some numerical inaccuracy we accept only such a
localization points in our maps which achieve minima of the functional F under the given
threshold. That is, we omit the localizations with too high values of F since these points
in the localizing maps could possibly correspond to some local minima of F or stand for
the points with problematic slow convergence properties of the numerical optimization
algorithm. This problem can also occur if the measurements of acoustic signals result in
rather unbalanced time differences measured for particular sensor pairs. Hence, we set the
threshold on F to the sample median computed from all the corresponding localization
points and we plot the localization maps omitting the points with values of F exceeding
the median threshold in Figure 6. Here, the median threshold for the case of 3 sensors was
set to 289,63 and for the case of 4 sensors to the value 2273,65. We point out that, after
triggering the localization map, we obtained much more bounded localization clusters



which are well separated from other noisy random localizations. Furthermore, the red
straight lines areas of ambiguous localizations disappeared.

Figure 6: Median-triggered Nelder-Mead (MNM) localization maps on storage tank

Figure 7: Final comparison of our median trigerred NMN and Vallen localization maps

7. Experiment on the galvanized steel watering can

In the case of experimental design on the galvanized steel watering can, shown in Figure
8, we have to solve the geodesic equations numerically for the combined surfaces and then
apply our localization algorithms. We stick the sensor 1 to the bail of watering can, sensor
2 to the neck, sensor 3 to the bottom, and sensor 4 to the top edge of the main body
of watering can. We carried out the experiment by emitting acoustic signals through the
pentests at two different selected places on the main body together with several randomly
chosen noisy pentests surrounded the intended principal acoustic sources. Acoustic signals
were detected by means of the measuring device Dakel Xedo-5 in 12-bit analog-digital
converter accuracy.



Figure 8: Experimental design on galvanized steel watering can

Table 3: Velocities of acoustic waves in the watering can

Sensor pair 1 & 2 1 & 3 1 & 4 2 & 3 2 & 4 3 & 4 Average
Speed c (m/s) 1751.93 1564.04 1593.13 1972.21 1723.96 2504.33 1851.60

Figure 9: Final median-triggered localization map on galvanized steel watering can (sensors
in black, AE sources in green, localizations found below the median threshold in blue,
localizations found above the median threshold in red)

First, we measured the average speed of acoustic waves propagating in the media of wa-
tering can. By means of calibration pentests we obtained the velocities for six pairs of
sensors given in the Table 3. It can be seen that the velocities are rather different from
each other, i.e. the speed of acoustic waves is not overall constant for all the parts of
experimental composite surface, probably due to an unknown technological production



process. Regardless, we used the average wave propagating speed c = 1851.60m/s for the
localization task. The resulting localization map is shown in Figure 9, where the median
triggering was used with the threshold value 5.8862. The localization cluster is spread out
around the first principle upper source while the second localization cluster is compactly
condensed but about 2-3cm aside from the second principle lower acoustic source. This
slight imprecision is caused by outer effects due to the signal arrivals measurement errors
and relatively large fluctuations in speed of acoustic waves within the different parts of
the combined watering can surface as was documented in Table 3.

7. Conclusions

Since our model is based on several observations of the signal arrival time differences of
elastic waves detected by piezo-ceramic sensors, the crucial task was to find a geodesic
curve connecting any given two points on a surface. The theory of differential geometry
provided us with the necessary apparatus describing geodesics, namely with the system
of geodesic equations. We solved the system numerically by Newton-Raphson procedure
for several useful elementary surfaces. For the intersected areas on a combined surfaces
we used the Sequential algorithm described in [8]. We performed many numerical tests of
localization procedures based on the minimization of analytically unknown functional F
representing the distance between hypothetic AE source and the AE source corresponding
to time differences measured by the device on the real surface under consideration. We
employed the Nelder-Mead optimization method to achieve the considerable refining of
the AE source localization for the propane-butane storage tank with respect to Vallen
localization map. Our geodesic based localizing approach definitely brings some new
improvements both in theory and real practice. Also, the testing of the iterative numerical
optimization methods was rather successful for complex composite topological surface such
as the galvanized steel watering can.
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